
Updates: When you have chosen a walk then check the below list if there are any changes. 

p.12  , 2.paragraph, 4.line: No fishing boats for Patitiri anymore.

p.21  , last paragraph: The path down to the donkey path is closed; follow the same way back or the asphalt road.

p.26  , 4.paragraph, 1. and 2. line: The earth road has become an asphalt road.

p.28,   3.paragraph, last line: You have to follow the road to Mikros Mourtias because the path down to the coast path is closed. 
When you reach the beach you take the path up to the right facing the sea. This is the coast path. Follow it all the way to the 
lighthouse at Kokkino. The path is a little rough and you have to be aware of sudden drops from the cliff towards the sea. Skip 
paragraph 4-9. See p.30, last paragraph for instructions to return to Palia Alonnisos.

p.34  , 4.paragraph, 1 and 2.line and   p.36  , 5.paragraph, 2. and 4.line: The earth road has become an asphalt road.

p.40  , last paragraph, 4.line and   p.41  , 4.paragraph, 4.line: There is no tavern on the square.

p.42  , 1.paragraph, 2-4.line: There is no earth road in the olive grove, just follow the wall to the other side. The small path in the 
woods here is overgrown so you walk down to the right along the pines still in the olive grove. After about 30 metres you go to 
the left through the pines and come out on the small earth road. Remember this on your way back (paragraph 3).

p.47  , 3.paragraph, 4.line: There is no sign for ‘Argo’. You just take the first stairs up you meet (hotel Liadromia).
4.paragraph, 3.line: There is no tavern on the square.

p.48  , 3.paragraph, last line: There is no sign for ‘Argo’. You just take the first stairs up you meet (hotel Liadromia).
4.paragraph, 3.line: There is no tavern on the square. 

p.50  , 4.paragraph, 7.line: The earth road is an asphalt road and you just keep to it all the way to hotel Nereides. 

p.52,   4.paragraph, 3. and 4.line: The earth road is an asphalt road.

p.57  , skip the 4.paragraph.

p.58  , 4.paragraph, 3. and 4.line: The earth road is an asphalt road.

p.61  , 4.paragraph, last line: The earth road is covered with concrete the first part up the hill.

 p.62  , 3.paragraph, 4.line: There is no tavern on the square.

p.64  , 1.paragraph all: After about 300 metres the road turns 90 degree to the righ; you turn left along the earth road. Just follow
this road until it ends at a house. From here follow the path the last bit down to the sea.
Last paragraph, 4.line: The earth road has been extended and you have to look out for the path on the left (straight ahead) 
about 150 metres after the asphalt road. 

p.65  , 1.paragraph:. There are many dry branches here but try to follow the red dots on the stones up through the woods. Turn 
slightly left to get up the hill and up on an asphalt road.

p.67  : Tour 2 is closed so paragraph 3 and 4 goes out.
5.paragraph, 4 and 5.line: You walk along the hill for about 200 metres and then turn right at the T-junction. To the left is Votsi.
Last paragraph, 1.line: You reach a small earth road and here you turn left. There’s a house in the olive grove to the right. 

p.68 and 69  : It’s difficult to find your way up the hill so Tour 3 is closed. 

p.70  ,   Palia Alonnisos-Mega Nero:   2.paragraph,     5.line: The earth road is asphalt. 2. paragraph, last line: The earth road is 
covered with concrete the first bit up.

p.71  , 3.paragraph, 2.line: There is no sign for Mega Nero. 4.paragraph, 1. and 2.line: You reach a small road which you follow. At 
the entrance to an olive grove and a house you turn right down the path.

p.72  , 4.paragraph, 2.line: The earth road straight ahead is covered with asphalt now.



p.74,   2.paragraph, last two lines: The path is quite narrow through the pines.

p.75  , 3.paragraph, last line: You turn right along the first earth road you meet.

p.76  , last paragraph, 2.line: The earth road is asphalt.

p.78  , 1.paragraph, 4.line: Just follow the path down and then after about 50 metres it turns slightly to the right. The path is soon
full of dry branches that confuse the direction; try to follow the red dots on the stones.  
4.paragraph, 1.line: You reach the small road which you follow to the left (olive grove with a house to the right).
last paragraph, 1. and 3.line: The earth road is asphalt.

p.79  , last.paragraph, 1. and 2.line: The earth road has been extended and you have to look out for the path on the left (straight 
ahead) about 150 metres after the asphalt road. When you have passed the olive grove (with many pines) you walk up into the 
forest. There are many dry branches here but try to follow the red dots on the stones up through the woods. Turn slightly left to 
get up the hill and up on an asphalt road. Last paragraph, 4.line: The earth road is asphalt.

p.81  , 1.paragraph, 1.line: The side road is an earth road. 1.paragraph, 3.line: Ignore 3 roads to the left; they lead to houses.

p.82  , 1.paragraph, 3.line: Maybe there is no fence. 2.paragraph, 1.line: The start of the path is a stair down into an olive grove. It
goes straight down and after about 30 metres it turns left and passes below the house; follow the red dots.

p.83  , 2. paragraph all: You can continue straight ahead along a ‘new’ path that follows the coast. It goes uphill and then it joins 
the ‘old’ path. 3.paragraph, 7.line and the rest of the page: New route back: You continue along this road all the way (about 
1500 metres) until it joins the asphalt road. Turn right. From here it’s the same way back as on the way out. Don’t miss the path 
that starts in the big bend after 5-10 min. Follow the path down as on the way out. When you reach the asphalt road you turn 
right and follow it all the way to Mega Nero. Follow the directions on page 84 for Patitiri or Palia Alonnisos. 
p.84  , 2.paragraph, 1.line: You reach the small road which you follow to the left (olive grove with a house to the right).
last paragraph, 1. and 3.line: The earth road is asphalt.

p.87,   1.paragraph, skip the first four lines: The earth road has been extended and you have to look out for the path on the left 
(straight ahead) about 150 metres after the asphalt road. When you have passed the olive grove (with many pines) you walk up 
into the forest. There are many dry branches here but try to follow the red dots on the stones up through the woods. Turn 
slightly left to get up the hill and up on an asphalt road.

p.90  , Last.paragraph: Follow the directions for p.87 just above.

p.91  , 2.paragraph, 6.line: You have to pass by some gates here; look out for the red dots on the stones. Last paragraph, 4.line: 
You pass below the house and further on you turn right up to some stairs. You come up on a big earth road; turn to the left.

p.95  , 4.paragraph, 1.line: There is only one earth road, the one you are supposed to follow has become a path. 
Skip the 5.paragraph and the first two lines of the 6.paragraph and follow these directions: After about 5 min this uneven path 
joins a small earth road which you follow straight ahead. The road takes you through olive groves and after about 10 min it 
becomes a path that soon leads you into a streambed. Immediately it takes you up on the left bank. You follow the small path 
along the streambed and after 5-10 min the path continues into the streambed. See if you can follow the red dots on the stones.
The streambed is quite overgrown but after about 100 metres you come out of the woods and up on the left bank again.

p.101  , 3.paragraph, 3.line: Maybe there is no fence.

p.102  , The second last paragraph, last line: The earth road is asphalt. Last paragraph, 1 and 2.line: You just follow the asphalt 
road that later on becomes an earth road. After a descent towards the coast you keep to the right every time the road splits. 

p.106  , last paragraph, 4.line: Stay in the riverbed and where it turns sharply to the right; you can claim up on the left riverbank 
and follow a path until you reach Kastania (about 300 metres).

p.107  , 1.paragraph, 1 and 2.line: The scenery has changed at Kastania. A technical lake has been constructed and you have to 
follow the steep hill up where the gorge ends. It takes you up on a road close to the lake. Go straight ahead and soon you turn 
left up a path.


